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Abstract
The paper deals with the implementation of two-equation turbulent heat ﬂux closures in the
form proposed by Abe et al. and Deng et al., combined with the second order turbulence model
for momentum ﬁeld for gas cooling application. Implemented models have been compared with
the experimental data by Gartshore et al. and Kohli et al. concerning the ﬂat plate cooling
with a compound angle orientation. It has also been compared with the standard solution of
turbulent heat ﬂux by means of a constant and variable turbulent Prandtl number.
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1

Introduction

The need of cooling of gas turbine elements that are highly mechanically
and thermally loaded is obvious. Temperature levels that occur in a modern gas
turbine blade path are often higher then temperature of the melting point of
element material. There are two common ways to protect gas turbine elements
from thermal over-loading, namely internal and external cooling. Internal cooling
systems consist mainly of ribbed U-bend ducts located inside of a blade. External
cooling is connected with jets of coolants injected into a hot mainstream by a
system of holes.
The cooling systems involve many of physical features that are not fully recognized and which are still very diﬃcult to calculate even with the sophisticated
models. Development of computational methods have lead to the rapid growth of
∗
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Figure 1. Internal and external cooling systems [2]

a number of publications concerning internal and external cooling of gas turbine.
Most of them have employed two-equation turbulent momentum ﬂux closures
combined with the constant turbulent Prandtl number assumption for the turbulent heat ﬂux modeling. Such a way is very robust and eﬀective, but recently
some papers underline that only second order closures could be succesfully implemented for gas turbine cooling ﬂow prediction [6, 12]. It is connected with
the lack of the eddy viscosity two-equation closures to cope with prediction of
secondary ﬂows generated by rotation or strong streamline curvature.
Also the turbulent Prandtl number assumption couldn’t be suﬃcient when
complicated three-dimensional ﬂows with heat transfer are analysed [8]. It is
known that from numerical point of view the order of turbulent heat ﬂux closures
should be equal or at least only one order lower than turbulent momentum ﬂux
closure. When the Reynold stress turbulence model is employed then the twoequation θ  2 –θ heat ﬂux model seems to be most suitable [13].

2

Computational model

Present analysis bases on some experimental results presented by Gartshore
et al. [5]. They have considered two geometrical cases of compound-oriented holes
on a ﬂat plate – one square and the second round shaped, and three ﬂow cases
represented by the velocity ratio V R = vjet /v∞ namely 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5. The
compound angle employed in [5] involve a common value of inclination angle α
that was equal 30◦ and a lateral angle β = 45◦ . Present numerical analysis has
been limited only to round shaped hole.
The computational domain is presented in Fig. 2. It has consisted of two
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structured grid blocks – one for the cooling channel and second for the mainstream
above the plate. Computational domain has been limited in such a way that it

Figure 2. Computational grid for ﬂat plate cooling

involves one hole only, so the periodic condition at the side surfaces could be
naturally applied. Then the width of the domain has been equal 3d, its height
25d and length 35d, where d means hole diameter. Hole has been located at the
distance 5d from the inlet of the domain. The lenght of channel that feeds the
hole with coolant has been equal 4d.
Numerical procedure Commercial computational ﬂuid dynamic package FLUENT [4] has been employed for the numerical analysis. It is based on the ﬁnite
volume method. For diﬀerent cases we have used both standard and personally
modiﬁed solver. The modiﬁcations have concerned changes of turbulent heat ﬂux
deﬁnition and the material properties.
The working medium – air, has been treated as an ideal ﬂuid, and its molecular
viscosity µ, thermal conductivity λ and heat capacity at constant pressure cp have
been modelled with the aid of temperature polynomial functions. The governing
transport equations have been discretized with the second order scheme. The
pressure-velocity coupling has been achieved by means of the SIMPLEC method.
Velocity components, temperature, turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation rate proﬁles for fully developed turbulent ﬂow have been applied at the inlets
of mainstream and coolant.
It has been necessary to perform some grid-dependence studies. Solution that
seems to be independent from grid size has been obtained after third subsequent
adaption. The total size of grid after adapting arise from 100 thousands to over
180 thousands computational cells. The results of calculations for diﬀerent grids
are presented in Fig. 3 by means of changes of the coeﬃcient cooling eﬀectivness
η (??) at cross-section location x/d = 5.
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Figure 3. Cooling eﬀectivness η at the cross-section x/d = 5 after subsequent grid adaption

Model implementation The standard FLUENT’s second order RSM turbulence closure has been employed for the velocity ﬁeld modelling. This model has
been validated and widely tested for diﬀerent three-dimensional experiments [7].
Turbulent heat ﬂux is usually deﬁned on the ground of the simple gradient
hypothesis as:
∂T
i = x, y, z ,
(1)
qit = −vi θ  = αt
∂xi
where the concept of turbulent heat diﬀusivity αt is introduced. Common practice
in computational modeling is employing an assumption of some analogy between
heat and momentum transfer that is called a Reynolds analogy. It directly leeds
to the simple turbulent Prandtl number deﬁnition that corelates the turbulent
diﬀusivity of heat αt with known turbulent viscosity νt :
αt =

νt
Prt

.

(2)

Usually a constant Prt is invoked. Standard values of the turbulent Prandtl
number applied in almost all CFD codes are near unity and in FLUENT code it
is equal Prt = 0.85.
The modiﬁcation of turbulent heat ﬂux in such conﬁguration could be done
only in two ways – by the algebraic modiﬁcation of turbulent Prandtl number (1)
or by the changing of the deﬁnition of αt (2).
The turbulent Prandtl number has been applied in the present analysis as:
Case A standard constant value Prt = 0.85 [4],
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Case B algebraic formulae Prt = var in the form proposed by Kays and Crawford [8]:
1
2

0.5882 + 0.228 (νt /ν) − 0.0441 (νt /ν)



1 − exp



−5.165
(νt /ν)



,

(3)

These are the simplest propositions that are based on the empiricism. More
advanced models use additional transport equations that allow to calculate turbulent thermal time scale θ  2 /2θ that together with turbulent mechanical time
scale k/ could be incorporated into the formulae (2), [1, 3, 7].
As a consequence in the present analysis the turbulent heat diﬀusivity αt have
been modeled as:
Case C DWX two-equation model

m
αt = Cλ fλ k (k/)l θ  2 /θ

,

(4)

where temperature variation θ  2 and its destruction rate θ are obtained
from an additional tranport equation in the form proposed by Deng et
al. [3],
Case D AKN two-equation model
 

1

 3  14
1
2R
(2R) 2
ν
k2
+ 3k 2
fd ×
αt =Cλ
 Cm + R

Pr

 ∗ 
1
Pr 2 y ∗
y
1 − exp −
,
× 1 − exp −
14
14

(5)

where temperature variation θ  2 and its destruction rate
 jej θ , that are
involved in turbulent scale ratio deﬁned as R = (k/) / θ  2 /2θ , are obtained from additional tranport equations in the form presented by Abe et
al. [1].
All modiﬁcations presented in this paper are introduced to the solver by the user
deﬁned subroutines [7].

3

Analysis of the results

There are many ways to analyse the ﬁlm cooling eﬀects. Two of them are
usually employed namely heat transfer coeﬃcient h and the ﬁlm cooling eﬀectivness η. In the present analysis ﬁlm cooling eﬀectivness have been adopted. It is
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deﬁned as [2, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11]:
η=

T − T∞
Tjet − T∞

,

(6)

where T represents a local static temperature, Tjet is the temperature of the
coolant jet and T∞ describes the mainstream temperature.
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Figure 4. Cooling eﬀectivness for velocity ratio V R = 0.5

The results of spanwise distribution of η coeﬃcient for diﬀerent velocity ratios V R and diﬀerent implemented models will be presented at the subsequent
diagrams, for four location of duct cross-sections from the cooling hole outlet,
namely x/d = 1, 3, 5 and 8.
The results for velocity ratio V R = 0.5 are presented in Fig. ??. One can
see that the strong similarity exists between computational and experimental
data. Especially at the distance x/d = 1 and 8 numerical results show excellent
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agreement with the measurements. All models work in the same manner, with
only slight diﬀerences observed for the AKN model far away from the injection
hole outlet. Similar conclusions could be drawn for the velocity ratio V R = 1.0
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Figure 5. Cooling eﬀectivness for velocity ratio V R = 1.0

and V R = 1.5 presented in Figs. ?? and ??, respectively. For all cases the
biggest diferences are noticed at the cross-section x/d = 3, where the shape of
η doesn’t ﬁt the experimental data. The probable reason for this could be the
eﬀect of underestimation of heat diﬀusion intensity in the spanwise direction. The
underestimation of spanwise turbulent heat diﬀusion has been also observed by
Lakehal et al. [11] and conﬁrmed in report [7] for computation of ﬂat plate ﬁlm
cooling with diﬀerent geometrical conﬁguration of cooling hole, namely α = 30◦
and β = 90◦ .
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Figure 6. Cooling eﬀectivness for velocity ratio V R = 1.5

The contours of cooling eﬀectivness coeﬃcient η on the protected plate for
velocity ratios V R = 0.5 and V R = 1.5 are presented in Fig. ??. There is a
strong ﬂow separation at the vicinity of cooling hole due to the higher velocity
of injected air V R = 1.5 at Fig. ?? b). As a result a weak cooling eﬀectivness
of the plate is observed close to the place of injection. At some distance cooling
medium starts spreading out in the spanwise direction. As a consequence larger
area of the protected plate is insulated, that reveal in more uniform distribution
of the ﬁlm cooling eﬀectivness. For the lower velocity V R = 0.5, at Fig. ?? (a),
the cooling jet maintain its proﬁle at the whole lenght of plate. This allows for
better thermal protection immediately behind the cooling hole but, on the other
hand, there exists a strong nonuniformity of η distribution at the some distance
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far from injection point. Deviation of ﬂow direction, for both velocity ratios,
are connected with the mainstream-jet, that is injected with the angle β = 45◦ ,
interaction. Such interaction cause also emerging of single vortex1 and rising
intensity of temperature ﬂuctations [9, 10].

(b)

(a)

Figure 7. Distribution of cooling eﬀectivness, (a) V R = 0.5 and (b) V R = 1.5

The contour of the root-mean-sqaure temperature ﬂuctuation θrms
, normalized by the formulae:

=
θrms

θ2
(Tjet − T∞ )

,

(7)

at the vicinity of cooling air injection hole is presented at Fig. ??. The highest
level of temperature ﬂuctuation could be observed in the region of attack edge
of cooling hole and far at the interface between the coolant jet and mainstream,
where the velocity and temperature gradients are greatest, and turbulent mixing
process is most intensive.
The maximum observed value for the highest velocity ratio V R = 1.5 is equal

= 0.28, that is close to the experimental data presented by Kohli et al.
θrms
[9, 10], where the measured level of temperature ﬂuctuation has been estimated

≥ 0.25. Such level has been independent of turbulence level
as high as θrms
applied at inlet. The localisation of maximum is almost identical, despite of some
diﬀerences between the geometry of present numerical and former experimental
domain which were prepared for the same inclination angle α = 30◦ but diﬀerent
lateral angle β = 0◦ . Similar results were obtained for the calculation with lateral
angle β = 90◦ [7]. The strong interaction on the interface between cooling jet and
mainstream are explained by instability of shear layer, that generates some largescale eddy structures, which are responsible for the fast dilution of the coolant
jet by the hot mainstream [9, 10], so the rapid drop of cooling eﬀectivness is
observed close to the injection hole.
1

Counter rotating vortex pair are characteristic for lower value of lateral angle [5]
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Contour of θrms
for velocity ratio V R = 1.5 i T u = 5%, (a) results of computation
with DWX model, (b) experimental data by Kohli et al. [9, 10]

4

Summary

The second order RSM closure, employing for velocity ﬁeld prediction, gives
a much better agreement with the experimental data, than the results obtained
with the two-equation k– turbulence closure presented by Gartshore et al. [5].
Particular enhancement are noticed at the cross-sections located far away from
the coolant inlet.
More advanced turbulent heat ﬂux closures are still needed. Two equation
models, that are based on the temperature variation θ  2 and its destruction rate θ
transport equations, have become reliable alternative for the standard constant
turbulent Prandtl number assumption, without losing ﬁlm cooling eﬀectivness
estimation quality. Some disadvantages due to increasing computation time by
employing additional equations are recompensed by obtaining additional information about the ﬂow structure.
The interesting results concern the distribution of normalized temperature

, calculated on the base of temperature variance equation θ  2 .
ﬂuctuation θrms
Good agreement has been achieved with the experimental results of Kohli et al.

and its localization.
[9 ,10], both in the level of θrms
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